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A Game of Serpents
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Overview
Aion is a strategic game of tile laying for two players based on the ancient symbol of the
Ouroboros or Aion. The Aion is a powerful alchemical symbol of rebirth and represents the
infinite transmutablility of matter. During the game, players will play tiles representing
alchemical runes and materials to the board while trying to form looped serpents to score
points.

Components
36 Standard Tiles, 10 Wild Tiles, 6 Aion Tiles, 5 Blue Scoring Markers, 5 Red Scoring
Markers, Shuffling Bag

Building the Game
You will need to provide the scoring markers in two colours and a bag for shuffling the tiles.
To make the tiles, simply print out the attached sheet of tiles, cut them out and afix them to a
stiff backing like foam core, wood or card stock.

Setup
Each player takes 5 Scoring Markers of the same colour. Find the 6 Aion Tiles and set them
aside then put all the remaining tiles in the bag and shuffle them. Each player then draws a
hand of 5 tiles from the bag. You may look at your own hand of tiles but do not show them to
your opponent. Finally, place one of the Aion Tiles in the center of the table and put the 5
remaining Aion Tiles in the bag and shuffle again. Choose a starting player, you are now
ready to play.

Game Play
You turn is played in two Phases: The Placement Phase and the Draw Phase.
During the Placement Phase, you will play one or many Tiles onto the table next to Tiles that
were already played forming the Board. By placing Tiles onto the Board you may form closed
Serpent Loops which you will claim and score at the end of the game. The Draw Phase will
then have you draw new Tiles from the bag to replenish your hand, playing any Aion Tiles

onto the board as they are drawn. The Phases are detailed below:
The Placement Phase:
Choose a Tile from your hand and play it to the Board. A Tile you are playing must always be
played such that it is adjacent to, at least, one Tile already on the Board.

A new Tile must be placed in a spot orthogonally adjacent to a Tile already on the board.

Additional placement rules apply whether the Tile is a Standard Tile or a Wild Tile.
Standard Tile Placement:
All Standard Tiles represent a Material and are marked with a Rune. There are 6 Materials
and 6 Runes shown below:

These are the 6 Runes and 6 Materials found on Standard Tiles.

If a Standard Tile is played next to one or more Standard Tiles, then the new Tile played
must match all adjacent Standard Tiles in either Material or Rune.

The placement marked with an X is illegal because the tiles do not match Runes or Materials.

A Standard Tile can always be played adjacent to any Wild or Aion Tile.
Wild Tile Placement:
Wild Tiles do not represent one of the 6 standard Materials and are not marked with a Rune.
These can be placed adjacent to any other Tile on the board except another Wild Tile.

The placement marked with an X is illegal because Wild Tiles can never be adjacent to one another.

Sets and Placement Chains:
If, by placing a Standard Tile, you form or extend a Set of 3 or more adjacently linked Tiles of
the same Material or Rune then you cause a Placement Chain and may immediately place
another Tile onto the Board. When placing a Tile onto the Board due to a Placement Chain
the new Tile must be played such that it is adjacent to the Tile that activated the Placement
Chain. You can activate a subsequent Placement Chain if this new Tile either extends the
existing Set or forms a new Set of three Materials or Runes.

These are examples of valid Sets of 3 Tiles. One of matching Material and one of matching Runes.

This is NOT a Set of tiles even though the placement is valid.

This player has formed a Set by placing a Tile (1.) of matching Material and gets to place another Tile.
Her second Tile (2.) also matches so the Placement Chain continues and she can place another tile.
Her last Tile (3.) does not continue the Placement Chain and her Placement Phase ends.

A player is never forced to play another tile even if he or she activates a Placement Chain.
If you are ever unable to play because there are no valid placement options on the board,
you must reveal your hand of Tiles, put all of them back in the bag, shuffle and move on to
the Draw Phase of your turn.
Forming Serpent Loops:
A Serpent Loop is formed when a Tile is placed in such a way as to form an enclosed,
contiguous Area containing no Tiles. An Area may include spaces connected diagonally. If
you form a valid Serpent Loop, you claim it by placing one of your scoring markers within its
enclosed Area. A player may never play a Tile within a completed valid Serpent Loop’s Area.

Both examples show valid Serpent Loops. The example on the left forms a Loop with an Area of 5
squares and the one on the right forms an Area of 4 squares.

A Serpent Loop is only considered valid if one of the tiles bordering the enclosed Area is an
Aion Tile. A player may create a valid Serpent Loop from an invalid one by adding an Aion
Tile to it.

The loop on the left is not a valid Serpent Loop because it does not include an Aion Tile. In the nest
example the red player has formed two valid Serpent Loops at the same time by placing an Aion Tile in
the middle of the invalid Loop.

The Draw Phase:
Draw Tiles from the bag one by one to replenish your hand back up to 5 Tiles. Look at each
Tile as you draw it, if it is an Aion Tile you must immediately play it onto the Board. Much like
a Wild Tile, an Aion Tile may not be played next to another Aion Tile and must be placed next
to a Tile of any other type. If by placing an Aion Tile you form a valid Loop, then you claim
the Area as described above.

Game End and Scoring
The game ends when a player is unable to draw because the bag is empty. As soon as this
happens the game is over and scores are calculated. Players score points based on the
Loop Areas they have claimed during the game. Each area is scored my multiplying the size
of the area by the number of Aion Tiles contained in the Loop around the Area.

This Serpent Loop will earn the blue player 10 points at the end of the game as it has an area of 5
spaces multiplied by 2 Aion Tiles making up the Loop. Note that the circled Aion Tile does not affect
the scoring of this Loop as it is not part of its perimeter.

Players add up the scores of all their claimed Loop Areas and the player with the most points
wins.

